Operating instructions for: net4web-Display
support for all wifi capable GoPro Hero
System requirements:
You will need a wifi capable GoPro-Hero Action Camera. Link your camera
to your smartphone through the free GoPro-App. Learn how on:
https://gopro.com/support/articles/how-to-pair-the-camera-with-the-goproapp
net4web-Display support and selfiestick:
Screw the tripod-support to the underwater housing of your GoPro-Hero. The
mounting sheet metal of the net4web display support has three holes. Plug
the ¼“ thread of the selfie stick into one of the outer holes of the mounting
sheet metal and screw the metal and the smartphone support together. On
the selfiestick you will find two plastic screw connections. One helps to
change the tilt angle of the head, the other one provides the necessary
stability to secure the smartphone support. Plug the spring ring onto the ¼“
screw and put it through the other outer hole of the mounting sheet metal and
screw the metal and the tripod support together to the GoPro housing.
Tighten the screw with the hex-wrench, until about half of the spring ring is
pressed. This way, your GoPro-Hero and your smartphone are optimally
secured. Now you can clamp your smartphone with the installed GoPro-App
into the smartphone support and your net4web display support is ready to be
used. Your switched-on GoPro can now completely be controlled through the
app. You can mount your GroPro-Hero for all directions. For the „normal
mode“ you will want to mount it for you to be able to see on your smartphone,
what you are filming with your GoPro. Mount the smartphone support to the
bottom and turn your GoPro into the same direction, and you will be able to
take selfies with your net4web display support. Without the selfiestick, your
net4web display support can be screwed onto almost every tripod that
provides a ¼“ adapter. The size of the mounting sheet metal was selected so
that the battery of your GoPro-Hero can be exchanged without needing to
take everything into pieces. You simply have to losen the retaining screw of
the GoPro in order to tilt the camera housing forward. This way you can open
the housing and are able to take out the camera for exchanging the battery.
net4web display support and wrist loop:
Screw one of the tripod supports to the underwater housing of your GoProHero. The mounting sheet metal of your net4web display support has three
holes. Plug one of the spring rings onto one of the ¼“ screws. Put it through
one of the outer holes of the mounting sheet metal and screw the metal and
the tripod support together to the GoPro-housing. Plug another spring ring
onto another ¼“ screw. Put it through the other outer hole of the mounting
sheet metal and screw the metal and the smartphone support together. With
a pair of tongs, pull out the cap nut of the second tripod support. Plug one
spring ring onto one of the ¼“ screws. From the other side, put it through the
hole in the middle of the mounting sheet metal, just like you did with the other
screws, and screw the metal and the tripod support, that you pulled out the
nut cap of before, together. Tighten all three screws with the hex-wrench, until
about half of the spring rings are pressed. Now put the Tripod support into the
support of the wrist loop, provided for this purpose. Secure this combination
using the supplied wing screw. With this, the installation is completed and you
can aim your arm in the direction you want to film. In case you would like to
use the net4web display support underwater, you ABSOLTELY need an
appropriate, waterproof smartphone. Of course you can mount your GoProHero directly to the wrist loop, too and use it to film underwater. In any case,
you should rinse all tools thoroughly in in fresh water after use in saltwater
and leave it to air-dry.
Features:
Mount the smartphone support directly to the selfiestick, to use without your
GoPro-Hero, for example to take selfies. This requires a connector on your
smartphone, to put the jack plug of the coiled cord of the selfiestick into. Open
the camera app on your smartphone. Find the shutter release at the handle of
the selfiestick. The selfiestick doesn't require a battery.
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Scope of delivery:
net4web display support and selfiestick:
EAN: 0701098440029
1 selfiestick
1 smartphone support
1 mounting sheet metal
1 tripod supports with screw
1 ¼” screw
1 spring ring
1 allen wrench
1 instruction
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wrist loop

net4web display support and wrist loop:
EAN: 0701098440036
1 wrist loop
1 smartphone support
1 mounting sheet metal
2 tripod supports with screw
3 ¼” screws
3 spring rings
1 wing screw
1 allen wrench
1 instruction

smartphone
support

net4web-Displayhalter Bundle
mit Selfiestick und Handgelenkschlaufe
EAN: 0701098440043
1 selfiestick
1 wrist loop
1 smartphone support
1 mounting sheet metal
2 tripod supports with screw
3 ¼” screws
3 spring rings
1 wing screw
1 hex-wrench
1 instruction
Delivery excludes camera, housing,
smartphone and tripod.
All photos are examples and are
not true to scale.
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